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Close Encounters: Details Veto Depth from Shadows
In his Perspective "Close encounters--an artist shows that size affects shape" (Science 's Compass, 6 Aug. 1999, p. 844), Denis G. Pelli explores a striking visual effect seen in portraits by the painter Chuck Close. The portraits are composed of many blocks or "marks" of roughly equal size, each with varying colors and details (such as ellipses or arcs) that differ from those of its neighbors. From a distance the face and its shading appear three-dimensional, but from nearby it becomes a flattened jumble of colors. Pelli notes that the depth in the face is lost when the marks are about 0.3 degree of visual angle or larger. Pelli then presents a mystery: Something prevents us from seeing the depth in the face when we are too close, and that something has to do with the marks, but it is not the marks themselves. They are still visible at the critical distance where the face and its three-dimensional depth become apparent.
We outline below a resolution to the mystery. The effect is triggered by the optics of the eye: Depth is perceived in the face when particular interfering features are not visible to the observer. However, the culprits are not the marks themselves but the small details (loops and contours) within the marks including the gaps between the details. These small details, when visible, block the perception of depth indicated by the shading in the paintings, and the nose falls flat. The marks are visible at the critical 0.3 degree size, but the smaller, offending details cannot be resolved (as we verify below). At that point, the details no longer interfere, the dark regions are seen as shadows, and the nose emerges in depth. What is most remarkable is the power of these small details to shape the interpretation of very large areas of the image.
How do the small details of Close's marks interfere with the recovery of shape from shadow? Shadows often fall on textured surfaces, so the presence of some mottled texture (the visible marks) within the shaded region does not rule out a dark area as a shadow. However, a shadow must be darker than its surround and have an appropriate border (1-3). Where a surface patch is crossed by a shadow border, the patch should change smoothly from dark to light. In 1905, Hering first showed that when a border broke this rule, the interpretation of a shadow was vetoed (2) . He traced a dark line around a shadow so that the transition at the border went from dark to darker (the line), then to light. The result was that the shadow appeared to be a dark painted surface, not the light surface in shadow it actually was. Portions of Close's marks contain contours or are surrounded by light gaps (see Fig. 1 ). When these contours fall near the border of the shadow, they can act like Hering's lines and make it impossible for the dark regions to be taken as shadows. This is what Pelli has discovered in Close's paintings. Close is not the only artist to exploit the ability of small, inappropriate contours to veto depth from shadows. Giorgio Kienerk, an Italian artist at the turn of the 20th century, traced an outline around a high-contrast picture of a face (much like the example in Fig. 2A ) and found, undoubtedly for the same reason as Close, that the depth of the face became hard to see.
Fig. 2. Masking depth. Kennedy and Bai (3) darkened the contours of two-tone images like this one and found that the depth was no longer compelling. The reason the dark contour in (A) suppresses the depth evident in (B) is that a decrease in illumination that creates a shadow does not create a boundary line: The contour is inappropriate for a shadow and vetoes that interpretation and the depth it suggests. [Adapted from (5).]
We asked several observers to walk away from Close's painting Bill II until the depth in the nose became apparent. At that distance, most of them reported that they did not see any dark contour around the mark at the right edge of the nose shadow (the one bordered by a thin dark contour, see Fig. 1 ). They then approached the painting until the depth of the nose area was lost. At that distance all of them said they were able to see the contour. This contour is one of several inappropriate features along the shadow border. As long as these features are visible, they can veto the shadow and the depth it conveys. Moreover, the visibility of these small, interfering details is determined by standard properties of visual resolution. The power of contour artifacts to interfere with the perception of depth is the same point originally made by Harmon and Julesz (4) in their study of block portraits.
In summary, Pelli's interpretation is correct in identifying a critical retinal size for features that prevent the perception of depth but wrong in attributing that size to the full mark, as opposed to the smaller details within it. These small details cast the controlling vote over large expanses of apparent shadow much as a single highlight can transform an entire matte surface into a shiny one. Close has constructed his work so that the viewer can trigger this powerful visual routine at will, simply by moving closer to the painting.
Response
Cavanagh and Kennedy elegantly apply Hering's 1905 theory to explain the disappearance of depth in Close's portraits. Their explanation that something about the marks vetoes the observer's interpretation of the dark region as a shadow is consistent with our impression that the nose of Bill II is invariably seen either as emergent and uniformly colored, or as flat and discolored. However, Cavanagh and Kennedy suggest, with little evidence, that it is "small details within the marks" that prevent one from seeing the shadow and thus the emergence of the nose. The evidence they present is a correlation. They found that a particular detail is visible at distances at which the nose collapses and invisible (to "most" of their observers) at distances at which the nose emerged. First, "most" implies that at least one of their observers saw the feature when the nose emerged, contrary to their prediction. Second, the correlation does not establish causality.
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